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Abstract Extensive research has shown that one of the benefits of programming to learn about scientific phenomena is
that it facilitates learning about mechanisms underlying the
phenomenon. However, using programming activities in
classrooms is associated with costs such as requiring additional time to learn to program or students needing prior experience with programming. This paper presents a class of program ming environments that we call quickstart:
Environments with a negligible threshold for entry into programming and a modest ceiling. We posit that such environments can provide benefits of programming for learning without incurring associated costs for novice programmers. To
make this claim, we present a design-based research study
conducted to compare programming models of evolutionary
processes with a quickstart toolkit with exploring pre-built
models of the same processes. The study was conducted in
six seventh grade science classes in two schools. Students in
the programming condition used EvoBuild, a quickstart
toolkit for programming agent-based models of evolutionary
processes, to build their NetLogo models. Students in the exploration condition used pre-built NetLogo models. We
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demonstrate that although students came from a range of academic backgrounds without prior programming experience,
and all students spent the same number of class periods on the
activities including the time students took to learn programming in this environment, EvoBuild students showed greater
learning about evolutionary mechanisms. We discuss the implications of this work for design research on programming environments in K-12 science education.
Keywords Technology . Science education . Computer
modeling . Evolution
Computational modeling is one of the core disciplinary
practices in K-12 science education (NGSS Lead States,
2013). One form of computational modeling is having
learners engage in programming to model mechanisms
underlying a scientific phenomenon in the form of code.
Programming to model scientific phenomena involves
learners iteratively constructing and debugging a program
that instantiates mechanisms that underlie it. This has
been found to be a powerful way of coming to appreciate
and understand mechanisms underlying phenomena (e.g.,
Papert 1980; Sherin 2001; Simpson et al. 2005; Wagh
2016; Wilensky 1999a; Wilensky and Reisman 2006).
As learners engage in programming, the materials they
use to construct the program include primitives in the
environment. The form and grain size of these primitives
is an important consideration in design (e.g., Simpson
et al. 2005; Wilensky 2003). The nature of primitives
plays an important role in influencing perceptions and
learning (Weintrop 2015), activating relevant forms of intuitive knowledge learners can draw on (e.g., Bamberger
2001; Papert 1980), how they plan and break down the
task (Louca and Zacharia 2007), and so on.
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This manuscript presents a class of programming environments that we call quickstart environments. Primitives in these
environments combine visual programming with orientation
to curricular domains. We use the descriptor Bquickstart^ to
highlight how quickly and effortlessly even novice programmers are able to begin programming in these environments.
However, these environments are limited in the extent to
which sophisticated models can be built with them. These
features make these environments particularly felicitous for
short-term, one-off uses in classrooms with programming
novices. In this manuscript, we present an example of a
quickstart environment called EvoBuild and present a
design-based research study to demonstrate that such environments can provide benefits of programming associated with
learning about mechanisms without incurring costs related to
spending additional time to learn programming.

Range of Primitives Used in Programming
Environments for K-12 Education
Programming environments for K-12 education include various forms of primitives. Some programming environments
provide text-based primitives that are general-purpose and
do not orient specifically to a single discipline. Some of the
earliest work on programming for K-12 education was done
using Logo—an environment that provides text-based primitives for modeling mathematical and scientific phenomena
(Papert 1980). Primitives in Logo were designed to draw on
learners’ body syntonic knowledge to lower the threshold for
entry into programming. Though Logo primitives had embedded structures of turtle geometry, they were not constrained to
a specific disciplinary domain and were used to program simulations of other scientific and mathematical phenomena (e.g.,
Harel & Papert, 1991). Hence, Logo can be classified as a
general-purpose text-based programming environment.
Another example of a similarly classified environment is
NetLogo (Wilensky 1999b). NetLogo inherits elements of turtle geometry from Logo. It is also designed for representing
complex emergent systems and includes primitives to represent individual-level rules and interactions. Many of the primitives in NetLogo also draw on learners’ knowledge about
their bodies and interactions in the world, thereby lowering
the threshold for learning to program. However, NetLogo
primitives are also not targeted towards a specific disciplinary
domain and are general-purpose.
Other environments provide primitives that are semantically general-purpose but visual in form. Many of these environments provide graphical primitives in the form of blocks as
objects to manipulate and combine in different ways to write a
program. Some examples of such environments are Scratch
(Resnick et al. 2009), StarLogo TNG (Klopfer et al. 2005),
DeltaTick (Wilkerson et al. 2015; Wilkerson and Wilensky

2010), ViMAP (Sengupta et al. 2013), BehaviourComposer
(Kahn 2007b; Kahn and Noble 2010), Visual AgenTalk in
Agentsheets (Repenning and Sumner 1995), and NetTango
(Horn and Wilensky 2011). Some environments such as
Stagecast Creator (Smith et al. 1996) involve graphical programming without blocks. In general, the graphical nature of
primitives in these environments makes it possible for novice
programmers to begin programming more easily as compared
to in a text-based environment.
Finally, one class of programming environments provides
domain-specific primitives that combine graphical programming with orientation to a curricular domain. These primitives
serve as Bmicro-behaviors,^ Bsmall, coherent, and independent program fragments^ relevant to a target curricular domain (Kahn 2007a, p. 931). They are designed to align with
learners’ ways of thinking to reduce the distance between
novices and the curricular domain (e.g., Bamberger 2001;
Rader et al. 1998). Like other graphical blocks-based environments, these toolkits reduce syntax issues with a visual, dragand-drop interface. In addition, by providing a constrained
library of primitives that can be combined in different ways
to model the core dynamics of a target curricular domain
(Wilkerson et al. 2015), they further substantially lower the
entry associated with programming for use in K-12 science
classrooms.
The forms of primitives carry costs and benefits related
to use in K-12 classrooms (e.g., Ioannidou et al. 2003).
For instance, some of the costs associated with using
general-purpose text-based environments include the time
investment required for teaching programming to novices
(Xiang and Passmore 2010) or requiring some prior experience with programming. Though these environments can
be low threshold environments (e.g., Logo), they require
some initial investment of time in learning to code. When
amortized over the many potential uses of programming
in STEM and across all subjects, these costs can be minimal. The general-purpose nature of these primitives offers greater flexibility and potential for sophistication in
model construction. This allows for the benefit of a high
ceiling that can enable students to program increasingly
sophisticated models in the environment over several
class periods. Indeed, prior work has shown that textbased programming can be a powerful way to learn science (e.g., Blikstein and Wilensky 2009; Kafai et al.
1997; Louca and Zacharia 2007; Wilensky 1999a;
Wilensky and Reisman 2006). However, when considered
for short-term use, the costs associated with time investment can be more significant.
Increasing the adoption of programming activities in science classrooms is an important goal. There has been abundant research on the affordances of engaging in programming
to articulate and debug one’s understandings of a phenomenon. Programming has been found to facilitate learning about
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mechanisms and structures underlying a phenomenon (Sherin
2001; Wagh 2016; Wilensky and Reisman 2006), accommodating multiple approaches (Turkle and Papert 1992), and engaging in collaboration (e.g., Bruckman 1997). Interacting
with and manipulating code also supports simultaneous engagement in conceptual and computational disciplinary practices (Wagh, Cook-Whitt & Wilensky, 2017).
However, these costs and benefits have implications for
ease of adoption of programming in K-12 science classrooms.
Individual teachers are often making choices about whether to
incorporate programming activities into a single class session
or a single unit. These choices weigh costs and benefits to
decide whether and how to include programming activities
in their classrooms. In the absence of more systematic adoption, costs associated with time investment are likely to deter
short-term adoption of such activities or adoption with novice
programmers in K-12 science classrooms. For short-term oneoff uses in classrooms with novice programmers, environments that combine graphical programming with domainspecific primitives can provide an alternative. Though these
environments have a much lower ceiling, they can provide an
easy entry into programming and might encourage subsequent
further investment.
We characterize these toolkits as quickstart because they
allow even novice programmers to quickly and easily assemble code to construct models. By doing so, they enable
learners to attend to conceptual issues related to representing
the mechanics of the phenomenon instead of dealing with the
technical aspects of programming. The descriptor Bquickstart^
is intended to capture the entry point into programming for
novices in these environments: Novice programmers can begin assembling code within minutes. On the other hand, because they provide a small set of blocks-based primitives,
these environments are unlikely to support building sophisticated models. This combination of an immediately accessible
programming environment that is relatively less powerful for
more sophisticated uses makes these environments particularly felicitous for short-term uses in classrooms. Some of the
environments previously mentioned have been used to develop quickstart toolkits. For instance, BehaviourComposer has
been used to create Epidemic Game Maker, a domain-specific
toolkit for modeling epidemic disease (Kahn et al. 2012).
NetTango has been used to construct Frog Pond for modeling
adaptation in middle school classrooms (Horn et al. 2014).
Similarly, DeltaTick has been used to design toolkits to model
population dynamics in high school classrooms (Wilkerson
and Wilensky 2010) and evolutionary processes in middle
school classrooms (Wagh and Wilensky 2014). A common
strand across these examples is their ease of accessibility for
modeling phenomena through short-term interventions with
little or no training in programming.
The potential of programming to support learning about
mechanisms makes it a particularly exciting approach for

learning about phenomena with complex mechanisms. This
manuscript examines programming in a quickstart environment for programming agent-based models of evolutionary
processes. This is a particularly promising domain for programming because reasoning about underlying evolutionary
mechanisms is challenging for learners. Despite this, much of
the work done using an agent-based modeling infrastructure
for evolutionary processes has involved students exploring
pre-built models of these processes. In what follows, we briefly review this work.

Agent-Based Modeling for Micro-Evolutionary
Processes
A substantial body of research has investigated various design
approaches to support learning about the mechanisms underlying evolutionary change. Given the focus on agent-based
modeling (ABM) in this study, we briefly describe work using
ABMs for learning about evolutionary change.
Much of the research on using ABM to facilitate learning
about evolutionary processes has involved students investigating pre-built models to conduct experiments by manipulating
parameters, observing and explaining resulting trends. These
model investigations have included students engaging in model investigation activities in a progressively complex sequence
of models representing natural selection, drift, coevolution,
and so on (Wagh and Wilensky 2012b; Wilensky and Novak
2010). Investigations with agent-based models have also been
combined with case studies from real world systems to draw
parallels between the modeled and the physical system (Wagh
et al. 2016). Students analyzed trends from data from real
world ecosystems and moved back and forth between making
insights in ABM and relating those findings to the data.
Investigations have also included the use of participatory
agent-based simulations in which students Benter^ a model
by enacting the role of an agent in it (Wagh and Wilensky
2012a, 2013; Wilensky and Novak 2010). Pre-built models
have also been used for guided interventions with a researcher
to seed beginnings of ideas related to evolutionary change
with elementary school students (Dickes and Sengupta 2013).
Model investigations have also taken more hybrid forms in
which students examine or manipulate underlying model
code. For instance, in a researcher-led small group intervention, undergraduate students participated in a trajectory beginning with exploring pre-built models, modifying code of
existing models, and finally, building their own models to
make sense of social evolutionary patterns (Centola et al.
2000; Wilensky and Centola 2007). In interventions at the
high school level, viewing and examining the blocks-based
code underlying StarLogo Nova models while conducting experiments was prompted and encouraged (Yoon et al. 2016).
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However, very little work has been done with students
programming their own models of evolutionary shifts in K12 teacher-led classes. One study that involved students programming their own models took place in a researcher-led
after-school workshop in which middle school students wrote
text code from scratch or by modifying code from other
models in NetLogo. The authors reported that the workshop
took a considerable amount of time: Students first learned to
code in NetLogo (over 15 h in a few weeks), and then spent
another 15 h programming two models of natural selection
(Xiang and Passmore 2010). The authors concluded that
though programming was an evocative context for students
to articulate their understandings about natural selection, distractions due to syntax errors in code gave short shrift to sophisticated reflections mapping their constructed model to
natural selection. This observation reflects the costs associated
with using general-purpose text-based programming described earlier.
Facilitating the adoption of programming activities in science classrooms is an important goal. Yet, as previously described, this can be tricky in terms of balancing time constraints of a classroom and training students who may be novice programmers. This results in a design tension between
leveraging the value of programming particularly for sense
making of mechanisms while also dealing with issues related
to the feasibility of adoption in classrooms such as lack of
prior programming experience, and time to learn programming. This tension between costs and benefits of programming is particularly evident in short-term interventions with
novice programmers. We would argue that this tension could
be mitigated by quickstart toolkits that, by providing a
constrained library of graphical domain-specific primitives,

make programming models immediately accessible for even
novice programmers.
As mentioned previously, this manuscript has two goals.
One goal is to present an example of a quickstart toolkit called
EvoBuild. EvoBuild allows students to program agent-level
mechanisms of evolutionary processes using domain-specific
graphical primitives (Wagh and Wilensky 2014). EvoBuild
was designed using DeltaTick (Wilkerson et al. 2015;
Wilkerson and Wilensky 2010), a blocks-based programming
interface for NetLogo (Wilensky 1999b). Our second goal is
to demonstrate that even with novice programmers who did
not spend additional time to learn programming, building their
own models in a quickstart environment helped them experience benefits of programming associated with learning about
mechanisms. To do this, we present a design-based research
study (Collins et al. 2004) conducted to compare processes
and outcomes of learning in two modalities of computational
modeling, model building, and model exploration. As part of
the study, we developed two agent-based modeling units on
evolutionary processes for middle school students. The
model-exploration unit, called EvoExplore, provided microworlds (Edwards 1995) or pre-built NetLogo models for students to manipulate relevant parameters to uncover and make
sense of encoded mechanisms. The model building unit
consisted of EvoBuild.

EvoBuild: a Quickstart Toolkit for Programming
Agent-Based Models of Evolutionary Processes
EvoBuild is a toolkit for designing accessible programming
activities for students to construct agent-based models to

Fig. 1 Code for a model representing two species, birds and bugs, and their respective rules. The model also includes two plots, a histogram tracking
vision range of bugs and a line graph tracking the average vision range of bugs
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Fig. 2 Available traits and selected variations in the Species Inspector in EvoBuild

represent and examine evolutionary processes (Wagh and
Wilensky 2014). It draws on the infrastructure of DeltaTick
(Wilkerson et al. 2015; Wilkerson and Wilensky 2010), a
blocks-based programming interface for NetLogo. The
blocks-based infrastructure allows designers and educators
to provide students with a library of pre-defined domain-specific primitives in the form of blocks.
Each block, as a domain-specific primitive, constitutes
an autonomous but self-contained fragment of code
representing a conceptually relevant rule for agents in
the system (Kahn 2007a). The code for each block is
pre-defined in an XML file, a commonly used format
for web-based files. A collection of these microbehaviors forms a Bconceptual library space,^ which is a
set of micro-behaviors that can be assembled in different
combinations to recreate and explore the relevant conceptual space (see Fig. 1). In addition to the blocks-based
primitives to be made available, designers can also specify the kinds of breeds or collection of entities of a particular kind that should be made available and the maximum number of individuals in each breed, and available
properties, and variations in the XML file (see Fig. 2).
A student can begin programming by loading a specific
XML file into the environment. When an XML file has been
loaded, the species, properties, and primitives pre-defined in
the file become available to students in the programming environment. Students can use these to build a model. To begin
programming their model, students can add one or more species to the model. To model variations within a species,
learners add one or more properties for agents of a breed.
These properties are called traits, and different values of a trait
are called variations.
Learners can add one or more traits to a breed in their
model. For each trait, they can pick variations to be included
in the initial population at setup. For instance, in Fig. 2, two
traits are seen available in the Species Inspector. The student
has added the trait, vision to the breed, bugs to determine how

far a bug can see. For this trait, three variations have been
selected. These variations will be evenly distributed in the
initial population at the start of a model run. This distribution
can be manipulated.
Programming a Model Using Agent-Based
Domain-Specific Primitives
Once species and their properties have been initialized, students can specify rules for individuals of these species to follow as the simulation runs.
The screenshot above (Fig. 1) shows a model, which contains two breeds called Bbirds^ and Bbugs.^ There are 25 birds
and 50 bugs at the start of the model. When the model is run, at
each tick,1 every bird and bug will follow commands encoded
in their respective blocks. In this model, at each tick, each bird
and bug will wander around the world. A bird will eat a bug
when it is right next to it. Each bug will eat grass. When a bird
is older than 100 ticks, it will have a baby, and it has a 1%
chance of dying at each tick. If a bug notices a bird within its
vision range, it turns away from it. Each bug can have a baby
if it is older than 50 ticks, and it has a 2% chance of dying. The
model also includes two plots to track the population, a histogram to track the vision distribution in bugs, and a line graph
to track the average vision range of the bug vision.
Running the Model
On the Run tab, students can play the model (See Fig. 3). They
can also manipulate the chance of a mutation occurring in the
specific trait. For instance, in the screenshot above, students
can manipulate the change of a mutation occurring in the
vision trait inherited by a bug offspring. At its current value,
each offspring born in a model run has a 50% chance of
having a slight variation in its vision range from its parent.
1

In a NetLogo model, a tick denotes a unit of time.
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Fig. 3 A model run from the code in Fig. 1

When the model is run, bugs with a greater vision range
have a survival advantage because they are able to get away
from the predatory birds. Hence, these bugs are more likely to
live until 50 ticks and have an offspring as compared to ones
with a shorter vision range. In addition, as the model runs, new
variations in vision range appear in the bug population.
Supports for Viewing the Changing Distribution
Finally, students can also view an Bagent^ distribution by a
specific trait within the model world (See Fig. 4). By clicking
on a button, students could line up agents based on their
Fig. 4 An agent distribution of
vision range of the bug population

specific variations for the trait. This helps students track
change in the size of specific groups and view agents themselves more carefully. This feature was in the spirit of representations in environments such as TinkerPlots (Konold and
Miller 2005) that supports students in viewing the spread of
specific variations in the population.
Over the last few years, we have engaged in iterations of
design research (Collins et al. 2004) using EvoBuild activities
in middle school science classes. In parallel, we have also
engaged in iterations of design of a model exploration unit
called EvoExplore (Wagh 2016). EvoExplore consists of
modified NetLogo models and curricular materials from
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existing curricula (Wilensky and Novak 2010). In each activity, students investigated a pre-built model by manipulating
parameters to observe and explain resulting changes in the
population. Like EvoBuild, these models also allowed students to view agent distributions in a model run. The main
difference between the two modalities was that EvoBuild students programmed the model by using a constrained library of
domain-specific graphical primitives. EvoExplore students
ran investigations in a pre-built model, and did not view or
manipulate code.
Having described EvoBuild, we now turn to the second
goal of this manuscript. We present the study we conducted
to compare processes and outcomes of learning in the two
modalities of model building and model exploration. We draw
on this study to show that benefits of programming associated
with learning about mechanisms were visible even when associated costs associated such as requiring additional time
were minimized.

The Study: Comparing EvoBuild and EvoExplore
The EvoBuild and EvoExplore curricula were implemented in
seventh grade science classes in two schools,2 Highland and
Forest Park. The study also included a control condition in
which students used physical manipulables instead of computational modeling environments. This condition was only implemented at Highland. The focus of this paper on computational modeling and space constraints prevent a discussion of
the control condition in this manuscript. Two classes participated in each modality at Highland—by the teacher’s account
of student grades and performance on standardized tests, one
class in each modality performed at seventh grade level, and
the other class was performed below grade level. At Forest
Park, one class participated in each modality.
Activities and Teacher Support
In each modality, the curriculum consisted of four activities
(see Table 1). The first activity was an introductory activity
consisting of a whole class discussion about variations of traits
within a species. This activity was the same for both conditions. The discussion was intended to elicit ideas about the
spread of variations and was used to frame the central question
of the unit: Does the spread of variations for a trait change
over time?
The following three activities were anchored in this central
question. In the EvoBuild condition, students were provided
with a scenario consisting of information about one or more
species in an ecosystem, their life cycle, and relevant traits.
They worked in pairs to build a model to represent this
2

The names of schools are pseudonyms.

Table 1

Four activities in the unit

Activity

Content

Activity 1

Introduction to traits and variations

Activity 2

How selection pressures change populations
(natural selection)

Activity 3

How populations can change simply due to
chance (drift)

Activity 4

How populations adapt to their environments
(adaptation)

scenario. Students debugged and ran the model to investigate
resulting trends in the distribution of the property. In the
EvoExplore condition, students were provided with pre-built
NetLogo models that, when run, simulated specific evolutionary process. Students worked in pairs to manipulate parameters, and run the model to observe and explain resulting changes in the population.
Both EvoBuild and EvoExplore curricula were presented
to teachers as instances of computer modeling curricula that
were designed by the research team. The first author of the
paper facilitated workshops for both teachers during afterschool hours and provided supporting materials for both
curricula.
Data Collection
The study was designed to investigate how the modalities
compare in terms of processes and outcomes of learning.
To investigate processes of learning, we recorded
Camtasia videos of focal student pairs as they worked
on their models, and collected worksheets from all students. In each class, two researchers were present to take
field notes and assist with data collection. The first author
was present in each class at both schools. The second
researcher varied on each day. A short debriefing was
done with the second researcher after each class to capture
his/her observations. These notes were incorporated in the
field notes. In addition, the first author conducted teacher
interviews to capture teacher observations of students’
work in the two modalities. Interview questions did not
ask teachers to specify which modality was better or to
directly compare the modalities in any way. Instead, they
focused on capturing teacher observations about how students’ engagement and thinking in each modality.
To assess learning outcomes, we administered pre- and
posttests to all students and conducted pre and post interviews with focal students. The written assessment
consisted of scenarios of micro-evolutionary change.
Questions were designed to elicit reasoning about how
distributions of variations of a trait might change over
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Table 2

Student demographics and teacher experience in the two schools (Illinois State Board of Education, 2014 and field notes)

Number of students
Programming experience

Highland Middle School

Forest Park School

101 (62 students in EvoBuild; 59 students
in EvoExplore)
None reported

48 (22 in EvoBuild; 26 in EvoExplore)
Several students had some experience with
programming

Seventh grade students’ performance on
ISAT standardized tests
(Illinois State Board of Education, 2014)

Science
70.1% met and 13.2% exceeded standards
Math
43.1% met and 1.1% exceeded standards
Reading
42% met and 10.9% exceeded standards

Science
44.9% met and 46.9% exceeded standards
Math
65.3% met and 20.4% exceeded standards
Reading
49% met and 38.8% exceeded standards

Socioeconomic status and racial/ethnic
composition of students

81.7% from low-income households
Primarily Hispanic (79.5%), 10.2% white
and others

17.4% from low-income households
58% white, 21% Hispanic, 8% Asian, and
4% African American

Teacher background

No experience with programming
No experience using computer-modeling
activities in class
Eighth year of teaching at the school
(Certified to teach social science and science)

Some experience with HTML programming
Experience using PheT simulations in class
First year teaching middle school science

time due to natural and sexual selection, drift, and/or adaptation. Two forms of assessments were developed. Each
question in the two forms was conceptually mapped (e.g.,
included selection pressures or not) but presented different scenarios with different organisms. Half the students
in each modality were administered one form at pre and
the other at post. Questions about distribution shifts in the
assessment have been provided in Appendix A from one
of the forms as a sample.
In this manuscript, we demonstrate that even with novice
programmers who did not spend additional time to learn programming, building their own models in a quickstart environment helped them experience benefits of programming associated with learning about mechanisms. Specifically, we draw
on field notes, teacher interviews, and pre and posttests to
show that (1) the student sample included students from a
range of academic backgrounds, many of who had no experience with programming; (2) EvoBuild students took the same
amount of time as EvoExplore students including time taken
to learn to program in this environment; and (3) EvoBuild
students more frequently provided causal evolutionary mechanisms in their posttest responses.
Student Sample from the Two Schools
As seen in Table 2, of the 101 students who participated
in the two modalities at Highland, none of the students in
either modality reported having programmed before, and
many of them reported never even having heard of programming. As mentioned previously, one class in each
modality performed below grade level. This class also
included students from a special education program.

Highland primarily consisted of a Hispanic student population (80%). About 81% of students came from lowincome households. Of the 48 students from Forest Park,
a sizeable group of students in both modalities had some
experience with programming in school. The student population at Forest Park was largely white (58.7%) or
Hispanic (21.6%). About 17% of students at this school
were from low-income households.
Neither of the science teachers were experienced programmers. The Highland teacher had never programmed before
and reported never having used computer-based modeling activities in her classes. This was her eighth year teaching in the
school. The Forest Park teacher had experience with HTML
programming several years before the study and had occasionally used PheT simulations in his class. This was his first year
teaching science in middle school. Both teachers participated
in teacher workshops and had access to teacher guides for the
two curricular units.
EvoBuild Students Spent as Many Class Periods
on the Activities as EvoExplore Students
In both schools, EvoBuild students spent the same number of
class periods for the entire curricular unit as the EvoExplore
students. This included time spent on learning to use the software. Ensuring that the units took an equivalent amount of
time was a decision made at the start of the study. Hence,
when students in either condition fell behind in relation to
the other, the teacher decided when to wrap up the activity,
and proceed to the next one. Here, we draw on field observations and video data to present a detailed breakdown of how
time was spent in the EvoBuild and EvoExplore conditions.
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Fig. 5 a EvoBuild (top) and model explorers (below) in the at-gradelevel performing classes at Highland. Students had about an hour in each
period. This depicts a total of 5.5 h (made to scale). b EvoBuild (top) and

model explorers (below) in the low performing classes at Highland.
Students had about an hour in each period. (Made to scale)

Figures 5 and 6 show the breakdown of activities by class
period in the EvoBuild and model-exploration conditions at
the two schools. Each gray solid colored cell depicts an activity. The striped cell marks time spent in the EvoBuild condition on learning to program. The spotted cell marks time spent
due to technical issues with program files. An asterisk in a cell
depicts that the teacher wrapped up the activity before most
students finished working on it due to lack of time.
The study took place over 5 and a half periods (5.5 h) at
Highland (Fig. 5a). As seen in the figure, overall, EvoExplore
students spent more time working on the conceptual content as
compared to EvoBuild students. This was because EvoBuild
students spent some time experimenting with the software and
building initial models on their own before starting with Activity
2 (striped cell). This time was not spent teaching EvoBuild students to program. It was spent showing them the location of
XML library files were stored on the school computers so they
could load them into the software. Once they loaded the XML
file, students also experimented with available primitives to try
out building models. In addition, EvoExplore students got nearly
twice as much time on Activity 3. This was because of a technical disruption due to which EvoBuild students were unable to
work on the activities (dotted cells). This disruption was not
related to the programming task—software files were mistakenly
deleted from the school computers because of an automaintenance weekly check run on them. The files had to be
restored before students could proceed with the activity. As a

result, EvoExplore students engaged in an additional exploration
in Activity 3 that EvoBuild students did not participate in.
Finally, to ensure that both conditions spent the same amount
of time on activities, Activities 2 and 3 were ended early for
EvoBuild students (cell with the asterisk). Similarly, in the low
performing classes, EvoBuild students overall spent less time on
the conceptual part of the activities as compared to EvoExplore
students (Fig. 5).
As seen in Fig. 6, the study at Forest Park lasted for a total of
six class periods. Students had approximately 45 min in each
period to work on the activity. EvoBuild students were behind
EvoExplore students through Activity 2 and caught up with them
by Activity 3.
At both schools, students in the two modalities spent an
equivalent amount of time on the activities. In some ways,
EvoBuild students were disadvantaged and rushed along particularly in the beginning so the study could be completed
within the same amount of time. This raised the question of
whether programming their own model would still confer
some of the expected advantages associated with learning
about mechanisms on the builders. We turn to this issue next.

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Building Their Own Models Better Supported Learning
About Mechanisms
Student responses to pre- and posttests from the two conditions were analyzed to investigate how students used

Period 4

Period 5

Period 6

Fig. 6 EvoBuild students and model explorers at Forest Park. Students had about 45 min in each period. (Drawn to scale)
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ideas related to survival, death, reproduction, and inheritance to explain shifts in populations. The pre- and posttests consisted of a set of micro-evolutionary scenarios
with open-ended questions asking students to predict
and explain the occurrence of described shifts in population distributions.
Student responses were coded to investigate whether and
how students used causal evolutionary mechanisms to account
for population change. Three categories of codes were developed: evolutionary mechanisms, non-evolutionary mechanisms, and no mechanisms. Each of these categories had
sub-codes to characterize the specific kind of explanation provided by students (see Table 3). Responses coded as evolutionary mechanisms used at least some individual-level behaviors of survival/ death, reproduction/ inheritance to provide a causal account of a shift in trait distributions.
Responses coded as non-evolutionary responses used at least
some of these individual-level behaviors without casually
connecting them to explain a shift in trait distributions.
Finally, responses that did not include any individual-level
behaviors were coded as no mechanism.
Table 4 presents results from pre and posttest analysis.
Several students in both modalities did not complete the pretest, and some students were absent. Because the unit of analysis was student responses to questions, incomplete tests reduced the number of responses available for analysis. This
explains the difference in the difference in the total N between
pre and post. Because students who did not complete the test
were present through and participated in the intervention, we
did not want to exclude their data. Hence, we compared the
two conditions to one another at pre and post to examine
whether students’ responses were statistically comparable before and after the intervention. A chi-squared test was used to
statistically compare the two conditions. Because a chisquared test requires independent observations, combining
student responses across questions in the test to conduct a
single statistical comparison was not possible. Instead, we
performed the test separately on three questions in the assessment. In the pretest, differences in the frequency of student
responses identified into one of the three categories were not
statistically significant between the two conditions. In contrast, in the posttest, a greater percentage of EvoBuild students
provided evolutionary explanations as compared to
EvoExplore students. This difference was statistically significant for two of the three questions analyzed. This finding
demonstrated that programming their own model facilitated
greater learning of mechanisms.
For example, one of the scenarios in the assessment described a scientist placing a group of guppies/bugs in a habitat
with no predators (Grassland B). This group was described as
consisting of three variations of body colors in equal proportions. Students were told that these guppies lived for 3–4 years.
The scenario stated that when a scientist visited this habitat

after several years, s/he found that the brightly colored individuals were the highest proportion in the population.
Students were asked to:
1. Explain what led to the results.
2. Asked what the results might be if an identical experiment
was conducted again.
3. Asked to explain the predicted results of a re-run of this
experiment.
This question had been designed to elicit explanations related to sexual selection or drift. That is, it was expected that
students would account for the population shift as occurring
due to selection pressures acting on brightly colored guppies
that were more visible to potential mates or as being driven by
chance. Both these explanations were more common among
the EvoBuild students than EvoExplore students. Given below is an example3 of an EvoBuild student’s response to the
three questions in this scenario:
1. The red male bugs were mostly the only bugs after
70 years because females can easily find red male bugs
and they could of had babies.
2. Yes, most of the bugs will be red because the females can
spot them easily and maybe have babies.
3. Yes, 88% of the bugs will be red.
(EvoBuild Group 2 Post No. 19)
The student explained that there were more red bugs because females could spot them easily and have babies. In
addition, the student predicted that in the re-run of the experiment, an identical percentage of guppies would be red.
Though the latter part of the student’s response (no. 3) was
deterministic, the response provided an account for why a
specific color thrived instead of the others: because guppies
of that color were spotted easily by females and could have
babies.
In contrast, a higher percentage of EvoExplore students
provided responses that were non-causal. In other words,
these responses mentioned some individuals reproducing, dying, or surviving without providing a causal explanatory account for the specific outcome. Given below is an example:
1. Predators are attracted to red male bugs and their
[there] were no predators put into Grassland B.
2. Yes, red is easy to be noticed by predators and since they
are no predators they will be more and they are going to
keep reproducing.

3
Student responses have been transcribed as is from their writing, retaining
grammatical or spelling errors.

Sub-codes of the specific kind of explanation provided by students
I think the scientist would explain why Stream A had mostly gray guppies after 50 years because the gray
guppies can hide or camouflage in the background while the others can’t

I made this prediction because it’s the facts the poisonous toad was released and the ones who can eat them
are more than likely to be dead. The ones that can’t eat them are alive and repopulated. (EB Group 2 Post
No. 27)
The scientist would explain this by saying that there were more red bugs because they were easy to spot for
female bugs.
Yes, I think that most bugs will be red after 70 years because female bugs can spot them and perduce
[produce] more bugs.
The bug that would be the most common will be red because female bugs can spot them and their will be
more red bugs
(EE Group 2 Post No. 13)
I think that there wouldn’t still be that many variations because may by accident or coincidence the rats
Drift-like (DRIFT)
could have eaten all of the green. Then that one color would be illimenated [eliminated]. Maybe the white
When it described the likelihood loss of some variations from the population because of the unpredictability
ones were more attractive to females and they mated making more white anoles making it harder to make
of which individuals with which variations survived or reproduced.
that color of anoles extincts since there would be more of them than the other colors so the other colors of
Some responses that did not describe loss of variations were also coded as DRIFT if they described
anoles could have died out because their numbers would be littler. (EB Group 1 Post No. 3)
proportions of variations in a population changing due to chance alone
There could be a possibility that they would all be there but I think there would be more yellow colored
anoles because there was more of the anoles in the beginning. The brown and white might become extinct
because there was less.
I made this prediction because if there was more anoles in a certain color then there would be more of them
later on. there would also be more chance of them reproducing more. The other anoles with less of it’s
kind won’t have as many babies because there’s less of them. (EB Group 1 Post No. 7)
Equal chance (EQ)
Yes, because it doesn’t really matter what color the spots are because they pose no threat or help to survive.
When it described the distribution of a trait as remaining more or less equal because each individual had an I made this prediction because the spots really don’t give away a survival way. I also made this prediction
equal chance of surviving or reproducing
because the lizards will have babies and they might turn out with the same color spots. (EB Group 1 Post
No. 15)
Non-evolutionary explanations
I think the scientist in Grassland A had mostly green male bugs after 70 years because female reproduce and
Reproduce/Survive (REP/SURV)
have babys [babies]. (EB Group 2 Post No. 8)
When a response mentioned individuals reproducing or surviving/dying without a causal account for why a
specific variation/s thrived (e.g., due to chance or selection pressures that also account, to some extent, for
Yes, red is easy to be noticed by predators and since they are no predators they will be more and they are
why other variations did not thrive)
going to keep reproducing. (EE Group 2 Post No. 22)
Other Explanations (OTHER)
I made this prediction because I think after 100 years that the rats would have aten [eaten] most of the anoles
Change in population size
so that why I thought their would be a little anoles. (EE Group 1 Post No. 24)
Some student responses described the overall population as changing and were also coded as OTHER
No mechanism
Presence or absence of predators (PRED)
There were no predators to eat the orange ones so they lived.
When a response stated the presence or absence of predators as cause for a change without providing an We don’t know for sure but I can guess that their will be a lot of orange guppies because there are no
additional reason for why that particular variation thrived while others did not, it was coded as PRED
predators to eat them.
Yes because their habitat only contains them and no other animal. (EE Group 1 Post No. 25)
No mechanism (NO MECH)
Yes because since the spots are so Bmysterious^ they probably wouldn’t change.
When it provided no individual-level mechanisms to describe how populations might change over time or I think this because since the spots don’t interfere with the brown anoles they probably won’t change. (EB
Group 1 Post No. 30)
not

Evolutionary explanations
Selection pressure (SP)
Described how a trait served as an advantage or disadvantage for the individual in an environment without
elaborating further using rules such as survival or reproduction
Natural selection (NS)
Described how the specific trait served as an advantage or disadvantage to individuals as well as included
the idea of passing down of certain traits to successive generations
Sexual selection (SS)
When the response described certain individuals mating because of specific traits that are attractive to
females. A response was coded as SS only if a student also mentioned that this attraction made it possible
or more likely to reproduce

Table 3
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3. Probably not, it will come close maybe but not exact because they will not reproduce the exact number of times
like in the previous experiment.
(EvoExplore Group 2 Post No. 21)
The student explained that because there were no predators, the red male bugs would keep reproducing. In addition, s/he predicted that in a re-run of this experiment,
there would again be mostly red male bugs because in the
absence of predators, they would keep reproducing.
However, the exact number of times they would reproduce might be different from the first run of the experiment. Note that the explanation does not account for why
none of the other variations thrived instead of the red
ones. It simply mentioned that the red variation survived
and kept on reproducing because there were no predators.
Finally, more EvoExplore students provided responses
that did not include any mechanism. For instance, some
students attributed the absence of predators as the sole
reason for a certain variation thriving without elaborating
on additional individual-level rules. Given below is an
example:
1. Those red ones are maybe the ones that are just normal
ones and since Grassland A and B are diffrent they have
diffrent [different] amount of colored ones.
2. Yes they would because it seems that the ones without
predators are the ones that are red and the ones with predators have green.
3. It would be the same color because it’s the same thing that
happened with grassland C4 it’s just this time it’s a diffrent
color since this Grassland has no predators and other
grassland has them
(EvoExplore Group 2 Post No. 14)
Teacher interviews provided some insight into how students’ work might have led to these results. The science teacher at Forest Park pointed out that because students were programming their own model, they had control over a wider
spectrum of the model. In particular, students were able to
use the code to explain population trends observed from running the model:
T2: They, I think the first group [EvoBuild] really got
the sense of they’re the ones in control. And they’re the
ones manipulating things and um, the second group
[EvoExplore] only got that in the sense of they could
control the mutation slide, ‘cause I could ask them
who’s controlling mutation in that model. So the first
group, I felt, understood a lot more what was actually

happening. And I think that that’s a lot deeper learning
when you’re not guessing about that man behind the
curtain and what's going on. Because they can see and
if they ask me about, BWell is this happening in the
model? Is this happening here?^ Then I can say, BDid
you program it to happen in the model?^ Um, ‘cause
like, in the second period [EvoExplore], A asked me
today, she’s like, BWell maybe the, maybe the bugs are
getting smarter and they–^ And she’s not able to see that
no–R1: Mm. There is no intelligence–T2: Nothing’s
changing. There’s no—‘Cause that’s a perfectly valid
assumption for her to think. Maybe just, it’s like, you
don’t know what’s going on.
The teacher described that the EvoBuild students felt
like they were in control and could manipulate a wider
bandwidth of the model, which helped them understand
what was actually going on. He added that this control
facilitated deeper learning when contrasted with the experience of the model explorers who often tried to guess5
the underlying rules (Babout that man behind the curtain
and what’s going on^). Moreover, students’ familiarity
with and access to the code allowed him to leverage it
as a resource when helping students. In contrast, inferences EvoExplore students made about the workings of
the model were harder for him to challenge because they
could not access the code.
On a related note, the science teacher at Highland emphasized that assembling the code themselves gave EvoBuild
students greater familiarity with how the model worked:
T1: But the build kids knew what they were doing because they told them [agents in the model] what they
were doing. Um, whereas some of the kids had to just
kind of explore the model, um, you know, the other kids
put it, the build kids put it together. So there wasn’t all
that time having to figure out– I mean, there was the
initial showing them how to build it. But it wasn’t, you
know, having to like, look at someone else’s work.
Essentially.
Moreover, she pointed out where students in each modality spent extra time in relation to the other modality:
While EvoBuild students spent additional time in the beginning on learning how to build a model, EvoExplore
students spent extra time trying to figure out how the
model worked because they were looking at someone
else’s work.

5

4

This was the name of the grassland for the re-run of Experiment 1, which was
a camouflage experiment.

Model rules were presented to EvoExplore students through a teacher demonstration at the start of the activity. They were also accessible on student
worksheets.
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Table 4

Frequency of responses (percentage in brackets) to three questions in the pre- and posttests
Pretest

Evolutionary mechanism
Non-causal
No mechanism
Total Q1

Posttest

Builders

Explorers

Builders

Explorers

Question 1
12
(22.22)
11
(20.37)
31
(57.41)

7
(13.21)
10
(18.87)
36
(67.92)

31
(60.78)
7
(13.73)
13
(25.49)

19
(33.93)
13
(23.21)
24
(42.86)

53

51
Chi-square = 7.734
P < 0.05

56

6
(16.67)
7
(19.44)

3
(6.52)
7
(15.22)

30
(46.88)
8
(12.5)

16
(22.86)
22
(31.43)

23
(63.89)
36

36
(78.26)
46

26
(40.63)
64

32
(45.71)
70

54
Chi-square = 1.727
P > 0.05
Question 2

Evolutionary mechanism
Non-causal
No mechanism
Total Q2

Evolutionary mechanism
Non-causal
No mechanism
Total

Chi-square = 2.685
P > 0.05
Question 3
3
(7.5)
10
(25)
27
(67.5)
40

Chi-square = 11.169
P < 0.05
2
(4.17)
10
(20.83)
36
(75)
48

Chi-square = 0.765
P > 0.05
Yates’ chi-square = 0.158
Yates-P > 0.05
a

29
(46.03)
2
(3.17)
32
(50.79)
63
Chi-square = 0.568
P > 0.05
Yates’ chi-squarea = 0.205
Yates-P > 0.05

26
(40)
3
(4.62)
36
(55.38)
65

A Yates chi- squared test was also performed because the frequency of some cells was lower than 5.

To summarize, findings revealed that EvoBuild students manifested greater learning about evolutionary
mechanisms as compared to EvoExplore students who
investigated a pre-built model. This trend was also
reflected in students’ in-class activity as noted by the
teachers in their interviews.

Discussion
Since the time of Logo in the 1970s, there has been extensive research documenting that programming is a powerful way to learn about mechanisms underlying phenomena (e.g., Papert 1980; Sherin 2001; Simpson et al. 2005;
Wilensky and Reisman 2006; Wilkerson et al. 2014). In

the introduction, we briefly outlined a classification of
programming environments based on the kinds of primitives available such as text-based, graphical, domain-specific, or more general-purpose primitives. When students
engage in programming using general-purpose text-based
programming environments, benefits are cumulative over
a long period of time and are reflected in content learning
as well as learning about programming (e.g., Harel &
Papert, 1991; Wilensky 2003). Costs associated with programming in such environments such as requiring some
time investment to learn to program might not be felt over
a long time span. However, teachers might want to adopt
programming activities for one-off uses for single activities or units. When working with first-time programmers
in such scenarios, the costs of using general-purpose text-
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based programming environments might be more salient
than its benefits of a high ceiling. This, in turn, would
deter the adoption of programming activities for one-off
uses by teachers who are forced to deal with the constraints of an over-loaded curriculum and inadequate time.
This deterrence would be particularly salient in classrooms where students and teachers are novice or even
first-time programmers. This leads to a design tension
between leveraging the benefits of students engaging in
programming while dealing with constraints of a
classroom.
Our argument in this paper lies at the heart of this
tension, and seeks to address it. We claimed that
quickstart programming toolkits such as EvoBuild can
provide benefits of programming for learning without
costs typically associated with programming activities
such as requiring extended time or prior programming
experience. These toolkits combine programming using
graphical primitives with domain-specific primitives to
make programming easily accessible to even first-time
programmers. To make this claim, we presented a
design-based research study that compared programming
in a quickstart environment with model-exploration activities for learning about evolutionary mechanisms. The
combined sample from two schools included students
from a range of academic backgrounds, many of who
had never programmed before. Moreover, the study took
as a constraint the time spent on the programming and
model-exploration activities, and both modalities spent
the same number of class periods on the activities.
Under such conditions and over such a short period of
time, one might expect that the value of programming
on learning about mechanisms might not be visible. If
students were programming for the first time to learn
about challenging content, this would reflect in their performance on posttests that were designed to assess content
learning about evolutionary mechanisms. However, our
findings indicate the opposite trend: The programming
students performed quite well by manifesting greater
learning about evolutionary mechanisms as compared to
model explorers.
This work highlights the importance of investing in
research on programming to learn science in two ways.
First, it calls for continued attention on design research on
developing programming environments for learning about
scientific phenomena for K-12 education. In particular, it
brings attention to quickstart environments such as
EvoBuild as well as environments that support their development such as DeltaTick. By providing an infrastructure to parse and present NetLogo procedures as predefined blocks, DeltaTick provided an environment to engage in graphical blocks-based programming in NetLogo.
This infrastructure allowed for designing a quickstart

toolkit that integrated graphical primitives with orientation to a domain to make programming to represent domain structures immediately accessible even to first-time
programmers. It is important to point out that the accessibility of primitives in EvoBuild also comes from close
attention to the alignment between the specific content
and the domain-oriented nature of primitives.
Specifically, students have rich prior knowledge about
individual-level behaviors relevant to evolutionary change
such as survival, death and reproduction (Metz 2010;
Wagh, 2016). Because of their domain-specific and graphical nature, the available primitives in the library reflected
these individual-level behaviors in the form of blocks.
Hence, even students who were first-time programmers
had initial ideas about the kinds of rules to add to their
model to represent individual-level interactions between
organisms in an ecosystem. In addition, the existing infrastructure of DeltaTick (Wilkerson and Wilensky 2010)
was extended for an alignment with the specific content,
evolutionary processes. In particular, to design EvoBuild,
DeltaTick was extended by adding the ability to define
properties for breeds to allow learners to view and modify
distributions of properties of a population. We need both
kinds of learning environments, quickstart toolkits and
environments that provide infrastructure for such toolkits,
to enable teachers and students to leverage the benefits of
programming for one-off short-term uses in science
classrooms.
Quickstart toolkits provide environments to initiate the
adoption of programming activities in science classrooms.
However, because of their relatively modest ceiling, they
offer limited potential for continued expansion. For this
reason, another implication of this work lies in examining
pathways that encourage and support shifts from using
quickstart environments with a fairly modest ceiling to
environments that offer a higher ceiling. Such shifts will
facilitate meaningful long-term integration of programming activities in science classrooms.
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